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                    A technology company that creates brand new electric cars
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            


            
              
                

              
            

          

          
            
              
                
                  
                
              

              
                
                  
                
              


              
                
                
              


              
                
                  
                    This is the ‘67 by Charge Cars.
                  

                  
                    One of the most iconic muscle cars of all time. Built using new, steel bodyshells.
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                    Permanent magnet e-motors

                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    Composite body panels

                  

                  

                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    Michelin tyre technology

                  

                  

                  

                

              


              
                Learn more about our Product
                  
                    
              

            


            
              
                

              
              
                

              
              
                

              
              
                

              
              
                

              
              
                

              
              
                

              
            

          
          
            

            
              
                
              

              
                
                  The ‘67 by Charge Cars.
A legend Reborn.
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                Full technical specification
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                      Our technology is what sets us apart.
                    

                    
						Working in collaboration with our EV technology partners, our cars benefit from the most advanced automotive technology available.
                    

                  

                  
                    Learn more about our technology
                      
                        
					
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            


            
              

            

          
          
            
              
                
              

              
                
                  Ordering your Charge Car is a special experience.
                

              


              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            


            
              

            

          

          
            
              
                
              

              
                
                  A digital platform delivering a fully connected driving
                    experience.
                

              


              
                
                  
                    
                  
                
              

            


            
              

            

          

          
            
              

              

              


              
                
                  
                    Make it yours.
                  

                  
                    Only 499 cars will be made, each of them uniquely tailored
                    to the individual customer.
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    We encourage all our customers to personalise their cars, to
                    express their creativity and personality in the colours,
                    materials and details.
                  

                

              


              
                
                  
                    
                      Our headquarters are five minutes from London Heathrow
                      Airport, and our customers are always welcome to visit us.
                    

                    
                      Explore our Customer Studio
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                            Founded in 2016,
Charge Cars is based
in
                              London.
                          

                          
                            Founded in 2016, Charge Cars is based in London.
                          

                        

                        
                          
                            An experienced team of designers and engineers
                            develop and assemble our cars using core components
                            from our technology partners.
                          

                          
                            Drawing on expertise garnered across many sectors
                            around the globe, we are a world-class team of
                            perfectionists, car enthusiasts and technology
                            geeks. We don't restore cars. We redefine them.
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            October 27, 2022

            Petersen Museum

            
              One of the world's largest and most diverse automotive museums, the Petersen chronicles the evolution of great automotive engineering achievements and its impact on our culture over the past 120 years. Our debut begins here.
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            November 18-27, 2022

            Los Angeles Auto Show

            
              Founded in 1907, the Los Angeles Auto Show is one of the most influential and best-attended auto shows
              globally. Each fall, it gathers the who’s who of the auto industry to unveil the future of mobility in the car culture capital of the world.
            

            
              Spaces are very limited so please apply in good time.
            

            
              Los Angeles Autoshow tickets link
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            Date TBC

            Miami Event TBC

            
              More details to follow.
            

            
              Spaces are very limited so please apply in good time.
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                  I am interested in purchasing?
Now
Within the next 6 months
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                You will receive a confirmation email.
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              More details to follow.
            

            
              Spaces are very limited so please apply in good time.
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                The price starts at £350,000
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            We collect your data to keep you updated about our reservation
              program. By submitting this form you agree to the
              Privacy Policy.
          

        


        
          
            
              
                
              
            
          

          
            
              Your customer journey starts here!
            

          

          
            One of our team will be contacting you very soon
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              Rotate your phone for better experience
            

          

          

        

      


      
        
          
        
      


      
        
          
        
      

    

    
    
    
    
    
    

    
    

    
    
  